Animal care and hygiene

Hoof care
What are hoof problems caused by? There are many factors, the most important of which include: long-term
selection for high milk productivity while ignoring such features as limb construction, maintenance method
(year-round maintenance in cowsheds has a negative effect on hooves), improper feeding (too little fibre in
the food mixture, sudden dietary changes), poor treatment (herding along slick surfaces
“Some estimates indicate an absence
- a frightened cow may injure her leg) and late discovery of motion disorders.
of up to 15-20% of cows due to hoof
What threat do hoof diseases pose? When a cow has major problems with movement,
disease.”
it rarely crosses to the feeding trough. As a result, it eats less fodder and its milk
production is reduced. Studies have also shown that bacteria present in the suppurative
focus of the hooves can be a source of hoof infection, leading to pre-clinical and clinical
“Cows that have overgrown hooves
mastitis. There also exists a clear relation between hoof diseases and reproductive
but do not show signs of illness can
problems in cattle.
demonstrate a 10% reduction in milk
The best way to avoid the problem is to take preventative measures - correction of hooves,
output”
bathing of hooves in disinfecting and strengthening solutions, observation of animals and
reaction to the first signs of limping.
Correction involves the removal of the overgrown portion of the
hoof and the proper shaping of the remaining hoof. This allows
for equal distribution of the weight of the body (an average
Holstein-Friesian cow weighs around 700 kg.). In order to ensure
that the operation is safe for both the animal and the human, the
cow should be immobilized in a tamer. The first inspection of the
hoof should be conducted for heifers at the age of 12-16 months
(although some recommend earlier correction, even at the age of
6 months); a second inspection should follow at 18-20 months this protects the cow during its first lactation from laminitis.
For mature cattle, the frequency with which correction is
conducted depends on the maintenance method. In open
“If the number of illnesses in the
cowsheds, this should be done twice a year. In cowsheds where
herd reaches 40-50%, correction
the cows make use of pasture, correction should be conducted 4-6
should be done 3 times per year.”
weeks prior to their being put out to pasture, and 4-6 weeks prior
to being returned to their stalls. Hoof baths are another important method for preventing
“During hoof correction time, the
cattle disease (just as important as correction). The disinfecting agent may be poured into a
special bath or onto an absorptive mate; the important thing is that it be situated properly cow should be immobilized using
in such a way that the cow can’t avoid it, e.g. across a narrow pre-herding passage.
a tamer”
Take care to ensure that you are using the proper concentration of the liquid (a lower amount
for the prevention, a higher concentration for treatment of disease in the herd). The disinfecting
agent should be systematically changed to prevent a situation in which cows pass over a solution
that has been heavily contaminated with mud and manure.
The cow’s hooves are constantly growing. If a cow does not have enough
opportunities to rub her hooves (enclosed pens, soft bedding, little
movement), the hooves will grow too large and prevent animals from
walking. Hooves that have not been subject to systematic correction
grow upwards and forwards, are more susceptible to cracks, and may
render walking and standing impossible.
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Cow hooves that spend time on moist bedding easily absorb water. Under such circumstances,
the edges of the hooves become soft and easily damaged. The purpose of systematic bathing
of hooves is to keep them clean and to harden the hoof edges (prevention of lameness).
If the cows are to walk across a mat or a tray containing a disinfecting agent prior to milking,
there is a possibility that the agents may contaminate their milk. Therefore, it is better to set
out the mat in such a way that the cows pass over it after milking.

01-3355

01-3241

01-3358

hoof disinfecting tray

Beech tar

clAWplUS hoof care liquid

• Made of impact-resistant, crack-proof
polyethylene

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

01-3351

disinfecting mat
• for disinfecting hooves

01-3353

„The disinfecting tray or
mat should be placed in
such a way as to ensure that
all of the cows in the herd
have to make use of it, e.g.
along a narrow pre-herding
passage”

Natural product
Thick consistency
High quality
Long valued as a means of tending for horns
and hooves
• Regular application prevents mycosis and nits
(protects against moisture and bacteria)
• Also used against wild animals - prevents
them from chewing on trees

01-3360

KomBi hoof disinfecting tray
• ability to connect two or more trays inline; strong clips
keep them from coming apart, thus ensure stability
and safety
• bath no. 1 is used for cleaning hooves of major
pollutants; the cow enters bath no. 2 purely for
disinfecting purposes; this system is more
effective than a single tray system.
• the anti-slip bottom ensures
that animals will pass through
comfortably; calm passage
means more effective contact
with the disinfectant
• dimensions: 205 x 81
x 17 cm.
• volume 200 l.

01-3354

disinfecting mat

disinfecting mat

Order
01-3355

hoof disinfecting tray

200 x 85 x 16 cm., 250 l.

1

01-3241

Beech tar

1 kg

12

01-3242

Beech tar

5 kg

1

01-3243

Beech tar

25 kg

1

01-3358

clAWplUS hoof care liquid

vol. 5 litres

1/4

01-3351

disinfecting mat

dim. 180 x 90 x 4 cm.

1

01-3352

mat cover

designed for mat 01-3351

1

01-3353

disinfecting mat

85 x 60 cm

1

01-3354

disinfecting mat

45 x 45 cm

1

01-3360

KomBi hoof disinfecting tray

205 x 81 x 17 cm, 200 l

1
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protects the hooves of cows, lambs and goats
may be used to bathe hooves or be applied directly
reliable protection and regeneration of hooves
application: when bathing the hooves of 75-90 animals,
mix 1 l. of CLAWPLUS hoof care liquid with 200 litres
of water. When bathing the hooves of more than 90
animals, mix 2 litres of liquid with 200 litres of water
• When applying directly, mix CLAWPLUS liquid with
water at a 1:3 ratio; rinse hooves 2 times per day
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The modern Technobase system for healing horns and hooves allows for the curing of damaged and diseased
hooves. It has many different applications, and can be used in various ways by veterinarians.
01-3211 TechnoBASe kit
„The goal in attaching
• rapid application: immediately after mixing, the compound can be modelled. The compound
wooden blocks or plastic
can be shaped by hand, which makes work much easier
shoes is to provide relief for
• highly durable: Technobase has extraordinary adhesive properties. After application, you can
diseased hooves or parts of
rest assured that the repaired hoof will remain secure until the wooden block wears off.
hooves”
• can be modelled without adhesive: during the kneading phase, the compound can be freely
shaped without sticking to the hand. Until the completion of the polymerisation process, the
compound remains elastic.
• creates only a small amount of heat: the chemical reaction that takes place following the mixture of compound
ingredients causes heat to be released. This high temperature causes burns to the feet of animals and
is a source of major discomfort for them. Technobase doesn’t work in this manner. Thanks to this fact, you can
conduct any and all procedures without stress and discomfort for the animal by using Technobase.

„When using sets such as, e.g.
Technovit, remember not to
cover the bulbs with adhesive
compound, otherwise pressure on
the bulbs could cause lameness”

01-3211

TechnoBASe kit
01-3210

Wooden block

Order
01-3211

TechnoBASe kit

14 units

1/2

01-3213

TechnoBASe liquid

500 ml

1/2

01-3214

TechnoBASe powder

1000 g

1/2

01-3210

Wooden block

1 unit

10 / 100
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01-3203 Technovit kit
• thanks to the special characteristics of Technovit 6091, with its rapidly hardening plastic
compound, the kit has proved to be an essential, universal measure used in
veterinary medicine to care for and cure hooves. In many cases, Technovit
6091 aids in, and shortens the time required for, veterinary care.
• within the scope of hoof care and healing, Technovit 6091 is applied in
the following situations: to protect hooves from inflammatory diseases,
to protect the injured edges of hooves, to remove hoof defects
(quartering of the fissure), to shape the hooves and to correct
them orthopaedically, especially in the case of colts and
calves.
• low
ambient
temperature
extends
the
polymerisation time of the compound, when the
hooves are being adjusted using wooden blocks or
are protected with special shoes
• the Technovit accelerator reduces polymerisation
time (hardening time) by nearly 50%. For this reason,
its use is especially recommended under low temperature
conditions.
• Technovit 6091: the first commercially successful product for protection and
reconstruction of hooves is available in various package forms and kits.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

01-3203

Technovit 6091 with accelerator

01-3200 Technovit ProﬁVET
complete system for hoof care
new: usage of shoes provided in the ProfiVET kit
the compound is easy to mould. It doesn’t stick to hands, yet it easily and
powerfully adheres to the surface of hooves and shoes
Technovit ProfiVET allows for superior protection of hooves during
veterinary treatment
very easy to control dosage - can be used by people who have no
specialized training
exact dosage thanks to carefully calculated powder quantities. The
new ProfiVET shoe fits all sizes of hooves (it is possible to shorten
a shoe that is too large)
the ProfiVET shoe has a non-slip profile - thus avoiding the risk of
falls. Rapid adherence to the surface of the hoof. The adhesive
can be mixed directly in the shoe. The gentle rounded edges of the
shoe make it easier for the animal to walk in them
01-3200

Technovit profiVet

Order
01-3203

Technovit 6091 z akceleratorem

10 kits

1/2

01-3204

Technovit 6091

2 kits

1/2

01-3205

Technovit 6091

10 kits

1/2

01-3200

Technovit profiVeT

4 kits

1/2

01-3201

Technovit profiVeT

12 kits

1/2
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Technovit ProfiVET

Technovit 6091

Technobase

Adhesive
agent

code 01-3200
• for 4
applications
• 4 portions of
powder
• 2 x 80 ml. of
liquid
• measure
• mixer

code 01-3203
• for 10 applications
• 1000 g. of powder
• 500 ml. of liquid
• measure
• mixer
• set 16122 also includes catalyser,
which accelerates adhesive
drying

code 01-3211
• for 14 application
• 1000 g. of powder
• 500 ml. of liquid
• measure
• mixer

Protection /
relief

shoes made with non-slip soles (013200 - 2 left foot and 2 right foot, 013201 - 6 left foot and 6 right foot)

Wooden blocks, 10 units

Wooden blocks, 14 units

Application

protection of hooves during veterinary
treatment

Relief for diseased hooves,
Relief for diseased hooves, various
protection of hooves during
veterinary treatment applications
inflammatory diseases, protection
of injured edges of hooves,
removal of hoof defects, shaping
of hooves and their orthopaedic
adjustment, especially in the case
of calves

code 01-3201
• for 12 applications
• 12 portions of
powder
• 480 ml. bottle
• measure
• mixer

Characteristics • very easy to control dosage - can be used
• the catalyser makes the
by people who have no specialized training
adhesive dry nearly 50%
• exact dosage thanks to carefully calculated
faster. For this reason its use is
powder quantities.
recommended especially during
• The new ProfiVET shoe fits all sizes of
low-temperature periods
hooves (it is possible to shorten a shoe that • the adhesive should be
is too large)
thoroughly mixed and then
• the compound is easy to mould. It doesn’t
applied to the wooden block and
stick to hands, yet it easily and powerfully
hoof
adheres to the surface of hooves and shoes • the block should not extend
• The adhesive can be mixed directly in the
beyond the surface of the hoof
shoe.

• at a temperature of 20°C it hardens
within 4 minutes
• during the kneading phase,
the compound can be freely
shaped without sticking to the
hand. Until the completion of
the polymerisation process, the
compound remains elastic.
• creates only a small amount of
heat during mixing of the adhesive
ingredients
• the adhesive should be thoroughly
mixed and then applied to the
wooden block and hoof
• the block should not extend
beyond the surface of the hoof

• The goal in attaching wooden blocks or plastic shoes is to provide protection and relief for diseased hooves or parts of hooves
• «When using sets such as, e.g. Technovit, remember not to cover the bulbs with adhesive compound, otherwise pressure on
the bulbs could cause lameness
• Providing relief to a diseased hoof means placing more pressure on healthy hooves. Thus, prior to applying a wooden block, we
should check to ensure that the remaining hooves are healthy and can bear the additional weight
• When applying a wooden block the cow should be immobilized using a tamer
• The adhesive created by mixing appropriate proportions of powder and liquid should be thoroughly mixed and should have an
even consistency (air bubbles can reduce the durability of the adhesive and can make the block fall off prematurely)
• A catalyser is included in some of the kits - a solution that accelerates hardening of the adhesive
• The wooden block should end at the hoof. It should not extend beyond its surface
• Mixed adhesive should be spread both on the hooves and on the wooden block
• When attaching the plastic shoe, the adhesive should be mixed inside the shoe, then the shoe should be applied to the hoof.
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Cattle breeders can choose from a selection of typical cotton or elastic bandages, or self-adhering
bandages that have been designed to bandage limbs and that are saturated in pine tar or zinc
oxide (these substances have antibacterial properties and accelerate tissue regeneration).
The bandage should be changed frequently (the frequency depends on the type of illness,
environmental factors, e.g. maintenance method, type of bedding). A veterinarian should be
consulted when applying bandages and hoof baths together. If there are no counter-indications,
the bandage should be replaced during hoof baths, and a new
bandage should be applied after the limbs have been disinfected.
We must never permit a situation where a cow moves around
for several hours with a bandage soaked with a substance from
a disinfecting mat, e.g. formaline, because this could irritate the
wound.
Application of bandages is the most common and at the same
01-3225
time the simplest method for curing diseased hooves.
Prior to applying the dressing and bandage the injured hoof mUllino bandage
should be cleaned and the wound should be disinfected. The • length 4 m
• width 10 cm
bandage should be applied to a dry and clean hoof.
• cotton/viscose
• 20 units

01-3233

01-3234

Tartape hoof bandage
• self-adhesive with pine tar and zinc oxide
• water resistant
• pine tar regenerates hoof tissue, zinc oxide
has an antibacterial effect
• length 25 m.
• works for up to 8 weeks

01-3236

fiXino bandage
• length 4 m.
• elastic bandage made of cotton ﬁbre,
viscose and polyamide
• easily applied even in hard-to-reach
spots
• can be hand-washed
• light and air-permeable

01-3239

Kromberg bandage with pine
tar - 45 mm

cerToplAST bandage with
pine tar

• black
• length 25 m.
• width 45 mm.
• protective tape for hooves
• for bandaging and application of dressings
to large animals

• Certoplast/Vorwerk type
• length 25 m.
• width 45 mm.
• for bandaging and application of dressings

Order
01-3225

mUllino bandage

10 cm x 4 m, 20 units

1

01-3221

fiXino bandage

8 cm x 4 m, 20 units

1

01-3223

fiXino bandage

10 cm x 4 m, 20 units

1

01-3233

Tartape hoof bandage

45 mm x 25 m

1 / 5 / 45

01-3234

Kromberg bandage with pine tar

45 mm x 25 m

1 / 5 / 60

01-3228

Stretchino bandage

80 mm x 5 m

10 / 240

01-3236

cerToplAST bandage with pine tar

45 mm x 25 m

1 / 5 / 60

01-3239

Bandage for hooves

50 mm x 50 m

1/6
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01-3221

Bandage for hooves
• silver
• length: 50 m.
• width: 50 mm.
• protective tape for hooves
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PHILIPSEN 01-3100 hoof correction disc
Original PHILIPSEN correction discs are characterized by reliable
quality. Specially prepared for hoof correction procedures, they
astonish with their incomparably long usage period.
Granulation: granulation characterizes how thickly grains of
resilient metal are distributed on the disc.
The advantage to grains that are spaced further apart lies in the
fact that the disc gathers dirt much more slowly. It is possible
to use this type of disc for more one-time operations without
the need for cleaning. Discs with smaller granulation in which the
01-3100
grains are distributed more thickly is recommended for correction of Tarcza do korekcji racic
harder hooves, such as those possessed by free-range cattle. For more classic
experienced users we recommend the two-sided version, in which the • the highest quality
• does not require a breakdiffering granulations on either side ensure optimal correction.
• does not heat up during operation
An additional advantage of original Philipsen discs is the so-called • coated with a layer of Teﬂon
Vibra-Stop (a rubber washer on the underside of the disc), which, upon • sparse granulation
installation, minimizes vibration and ensures that the disc vibrates
evenly during operation.

01-3103

Tarcza do korekcji racic Classic
• the highest quality
• does not require a break• does not heat up during operation
• coated with a layer of Teﬂon
• dense granulation

Hoof correction disc, 3/6 tip 01-3116
Our innovative correction discs with a system of 3 (code 01-3117) or 6 (code 01-3116) replaceable blades
are a professional tool for conducting corrective procedures. The geometrically distributed blades
guarantee the best possible effects and the correction of up to 700 animals with a single set of
blades.
The holes in the disc:
“The holes on the shield
• prevent overheating
allow for better cooling
• don’t lead to the accumulation of foul odours
during the correction, even
• allow severed material to fall off easily
at a faster chip clearance
• allow for observation of the surface being worked on
horn”
• reduce the weight of the disc
The oblique orientation of the blades:
01-3116
• ensure that the surface is worked on quickly and precisely
Tarcza
do
korekcji
racic
Profi,
(between hooves as well)
6 ostrzy
• a very clean working surface
• even greater performance
• the hoof does not require additional procedures, which leads to considerable time savings
• even better comfort
• even better quality correction
The cutting blades:
• even longer blade life
• are two-sided (can be rearranged)
• completely changed the shape of the
• can be exchanged individually
shield with a lower weight for improved
comfort
• are easily replaced thanks to the ability to rapidly remove securing screws

Order

01-3100

classic hoof correction disc

115 mm., sparse granulation 30

1

01-3101

classic hoof correction disc

125 mm., sparse granulation 30

1

01-3103

classic hoof correction disc

115 mm., dense granulation 30

1

01-3104

classic hoof correction disc

125 mm., dense granulation 30

1

01-3106

classic hoof correction disc

115 mm., various granulation 30 / 10, two-sided

1

01-3107

classic hoof correction disc

125 mm., various granulation 30 / 10, two-sided

1

01-3116

profi hoof correction disc

120 mm., 6 replaceable blades

1

01-3117

profi hoof correction disc

120 mm., 3 replaceable blades

1

01-3118

full set of blades

3 units for shield 01-3116

1
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Profi 01-3120 hoof correction discs
• designed for professional hoof correctors
• new geometry and blade positioning also
allows for working of the space between
hooves
• one of the disc’s indisputable advantages is
that no other tool is needed for correction
• holes in the disc: weight reduction allowing
for inspection of the cut surface, prevent
cut material from sticking
• profiled shape: ideal ergonomics and work
convenience
• knife made of hardened metal: made of the
01-3120
highest quality carbon steel, allows for work on 1500 p a i r s
profi hoof
of hooves
correction disc
• disc geometry: optimal blade orientation ensures clean
• highest quality
cutting, 40% faster cutting compared to other discs available • blades of hardened metal
• diameter of 125 mm.
on the market

01-3110

Boric hoof correction disc
• for one-handed angle grinders
• leaf form
• for working and cleaning of hooves
• long-lasting

Hoof correction disc, lathe blades
01-3120
• highest quality
• blades of hardened metal
• diameter of 90 mm.

„Discs with fine
granulation work hooves
slowly, so that the correction
takes longer. Consequently,
the hooves may overheat”

01-3122

profi hoof correction disc,
lathe blades
• highest quality
• blades of hardened metal
• diameter of 90 mm.

01-3108

classic hoof correction disc
• grains made of hard metal
• best quality for the price

Order
01-3120

profi hoof correction disc

125 mm., with 6 blades

1

01-3110

Basic hoof correction disc

115 mm

1 / 5 / 200

01-3111

Basic hoof correction disc

127 mm

1 / 5 / 200

01-3113

Basic hoof correction disc

115 mm

1 / 5 / 450

01-3114

Basic hoof correction disc

127 mm

1 / 5 / 300

01-3122

profi hoof correction disc

with 11 lathe blades, 90 mm.

1

01-3108

classic hoof correction disc

115 mm granulation 30

1

01-3109

classic hoof correction disc

125 mm granulation 30

1
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• A sharpened knife should suﬃce to correct the hooves of 20-25 cows.
• Tools for correcting hooves should be cleaned and disinfected after each use, in order to prevent the spread of
bacteria between cows.
• Left-oriented knives are used to correct left limbs, while right-oriented ones are used for right limbs.
• Knives with narrow blades require less strength than knives with broad blades.
• The wooden core of the hoof-correcting knife reduces the possibility that the tool will slip out of the hands.

„Left-oriented and right-oriented
knives should be sharpened
regularly using a whetstone”

01-3123

profi hoof correction knife

01-3127

profi hoof correction knife

01-3126

profi hoof correction knife

01-3128

hoof correction knife
01-3145

Whetstone for knives

Knife for correcting hooves 01-3128
• narrow blade
• wooden handle
• good quality
• rust-proof

Order
01-3123

profi hoof correction knife

right, narrow

1 / 10 / 200

01-3124

profi hoof correction knife

right, broad

1 / 10 / 200

01-3125

profi hoof correction knife

left, narrow

1 / 10 / 200

01-3126

profi hoof correction knife

left, broad

1 / 10 / 200

01-3127

profi hoof correction knife

double-edged

1 / 10 / 200

01-3128

hoof correction knife

right, narrow

1 / 10 / 300

01-3130

hoof correction knife

left, narrow

1 / 10 / 300

01-3132

hoof correction knife

double-edged, narrow

1 / 10 / 300

01-3145

Whetstone for knives

for all types of knives

1/5
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56 HRC
Oil
tempered

01-3167

Oil
tempered

01-3165

Knipex hoof pinchers

01-3150

Knipex hoof
tongs

hoof shears

„If the corrective shears
become dull, their blades
can simply be replaced”

01-3151

hoof shears
•
•
•
•

dual arrangement
with adjustable screw and replaceable blades
length of 41 cm.
steel

01-3159

01-3156

dicK hoof file

hoof file

Order
01-3167

Knipex hoof pinchers

36 cm

1/2

01-3165

Knipex hoof tongs

30 cm

1/2

01-3150

hoof shears

lateral

1/5

01-3151

hoof shears

frontal

1 / 10

01-3152

hoof shears 01-3151

2 units

1

01-3159

dicK hoof file

300 x 42 x 5 mm

1/2

01-3156

hoof file

350 mm

1/2

01-3155

hoof file with handle

350 mm

1/2
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01-3155

hoof file with handle

